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New Account Details
Posted by Kim - 29 Feb 2008 17:28
_____________________________________

Hi All

Jamie came to my rescue again last night. My emails have a Junk Mail and Junk Suspects attached to
the Inbox. I had noticed that some The A Word Accounts were flashing through and being deleted. At
least disappearing. Then I noticed that Junk Suspects had also disappeard.

It took him about 10 seconds to find it lurking in another personal file. Someone moved it, I am sure
accidently - not me 'cos I don't know how to. (I hate that boy sometimes - as he turns to smile (smirk) at me.

Another reason why they had started to disappear was rougue people signing up and lately PORN
pushers signing up:woohoo: 

Consequently, today I have spent most of the day recovering all the genuine emails (Paul I will get back
to you). All 424 of them had to be checked and recovered and forwarded on to Ann (for info only -
security reasons in case my computer blows up again).

So I also had to check Junk mail again just incase I missed any that was another 400+. It recovers back
into the Inbox in date order, so now I have to go thru' that again back until about November:( (Again -
Paul - I will get back to you)

There are over 1300+ in that box (I am a hoarder and hate to delete anything but rubbish - ask the girls
about my attic)

So hopefully I will be sorted by the end of the weekend. I have the supervisory job on a new look garden
going on. So it will bein dribs and drabs.

Hope I have got upto speed and next job it to nudge the Doc next week so see how computer problems
at home are getting on:angry: 

Bye for now

Kim
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